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Hour

1 (5:00)

Welcome to KVSC"s 21st annual trivia contest. I'm St. Cloud state University President Suzanne Williams wishing
all teams good luck this weekend and I have your first trivia question for Trivia 2000.
For 20 trivia points ... what is the square footage of the new learning resources center that is under construction on
campus ... and what St. Cloud businessman will the learning resources center be named after?
-- 235,000 (square feet)
- James (W.) Miller
20 pts

What is the name of the only active volcano in mainland Europe?
-- Mt Vesuvius

90 pts From Carl Sandbergs fust two poetry books that brought him national recognition, please give us the
names of the three poems that mention both presidents Lincoln and Grant.
-- "Bronzes"
-- " Cool Tombs"
-- "The Four Brothers"
35 pts

What book inspired Jim Morrison to name his band "The Doors"?
-- "The Doors of Perception"

20 pts

What is the common name of the South America' s largest freshwater fish?
--pirarucu

70 pts

Please give us the fust and last name of the fust daytime soap opera star to be featured alone on the cover
of TV Guide. Also give us the characters first and last name this star was playing at the time of the TV
Guide release.
- Rod Arrants
-- Travis Sentell

25 pts

Please give us the name of the cartoon character (first and last name) who lives under the Pacific Ocean in
a two story pineapple and has a neighbor who is a peevish octopus plus his best pal is a goofy starfish.
Not enough information? Well, he also has a crush on a girl squirrel in an oxygen helmet and he works
in a fast food place owned by a cheap crab with a brogue.
-- SpongeBob Squarepants

45 pts

Please give us the name of the product that spawned the most profitable infomercial in 1996.
--ABRoller (Plus)

15 pts

In what year did the Olympic games take place in the 1981 movie "Chariots of Fire"?
-- 1924 (Paris)

Hour
15 pts

2 (6:00pm)

Please give us the name of the northernmost national capital in the world
-- Reykjavik

20 pts

From the MTV animated series "Daria", please give us the first and last name of Daria's principal.
-Angela Li

(sounds like Lee)

80 pts

What is the name of the oldest continuously operating country store in the United States that is located in
New Hampshire?
(would have accepted Brick's Country Store)
-- (The) Country Store

50 pts

What event in 1999 caused the city of Buffalo, Texas to change their name and what did they change their
name to?
- Stanley Cup (Championship)
-- Greenstar

20 pts

Some members of Duran Duran left and formed two different bands in 1985. Please give us the names of
those two bands.
--Arcadia
-- Power Station

T.O.
60 pts

Please give us the names of the Bakers Bunch from Baker's Square.
-- Crusto
-- Li 'I Slice
--Meringue
-- Pie Pup
-- Pie Spy
- Square Baker

20 pts

What is the name of the bakery that Ernie the Keebler elf maintains?
-- Hollow Tree Bakery

35 pts

Which country first granted woman the right to vote?
-- New Zealand

15 pts

One of the first comedy duos on radio was the "Happiness Boys." Please give us the first and last names of
the these two happy people.
-- Billy Jones
-- Ernie Hare

Hour 3
15 pts

(7:00pm)

Name the orchestral work, subtitled "Symphonic Tale for Children", first performed in Moscow in 1936.
-- "Peter and the Wolf'

30 pts

Please give us the original title of the song "Inna Godda Davida" by Iron Butterfly before the lead singer
mispronounced it.
-- "In The Garden Of Eden"

I 00 pts In Australia, a woman that was born at 12 :03 am in the year nineteen hundred claims to be the first person
living in the year two thousand to tum one hundred years old. Please give us her first and last name.
-- Violet Dickinson
40 pts

What four things must snowmobiles possess if they are going to be operated legally on Minnesota public
lands, waters, or highways?
-- Brakes
-- Lights
-- Muffler
-- Reflective material

20 pts

In what comic series would you find Meriem Cooper and her pet Harmony?
-- "Cavewoman"

65 pts

Before Mahalia Jackson urged Martin Luther King to give his "I Have a Dream" speech, she sang in front
of the 250,000+ people a stirring rendition of what song?
-- "I've been buked and I've been Scorned"
(some teams can relate to this answer)

25 pts

Last year a manatee received injury to its back from the propeller of a boat. The manatee received spinal
cord surgery which was at the time deemed a success. Please give us the name given to this gentle giant.
-- Nash

45 pts

What is the common link to the following: adhesive for stamps, detergents, absorbing agent in
disposable diapers, and was a base for World War Two plane fuel?
-- potato

I 5 pts

Please give us the fust and last name of the pyrotechnical pianist who released a 7-CD set in 1991 titled
The Complete Pablo Solo Masterpieces.
-- Art Tatum

Hour

4

(800pm)

Visual Trivia #1: For 15 points, please answer 6-22 " What we all should be" .
--Moral
20 pts

(what the trivia writers aren't))

What is the maximum total points attainable in a game of snooker?
-- 147

80 pts

What is the Grinch Alarm Center number in the cartoon "Halloween is Grinch Night"?
-- 519006

50 pts

Harvey Hinderrneyer and Earl Tuckrnan played what two characters in an early radio show sponsored by
Gold Dust Scouring Powder?
-- Goldy and Dusty

25 pts

("The Gold Dust Twins" )

Please give us the name of the first canine hero of feature films and who was the first portrayal of a guide
dog for the sight impaired.
-- Strongheart

65 pts

In the movie "Freejack" what message was pinned on top of the poster of Albert Einstein found in the
Pork Chop Diner?
·
-- "Imagination is more important than knowledge"

25 pts

According to the Official Cattle Ranchers Guide, what cut of beef lies between the tenderloin and the
rump?
-- sirloin

35 pts

Give the full name of the government agency for which Julia Mc Williams worked during World War IL
-- Office of Strategic Services (OSS is incorrect)
(PS Julia is tlie first lady of the cooking shows .... you know .. Childs)

10 pts

Which element's characteristics gave it the popular name "quicksilver"?
-- mercury

Hour
10 pts

5 (900pm)

Please give us the name of the company and product that is "ouchless".
-- Curad bandages

20 pts

What were the names of the four personalities occupying "Herman's Head" in the television show with the
same name?
--Angel
-- Animal
-- Genius
--Wimp

90 pts

At the beginning of the BOOK MASH Lieutenant Colonel Blake placed a call to General Hammond in
Seoul, requesting two new surgeons. Whom did the General send? Full names please and No nicknames!!!
-- Benjamin Franklin Pierce
-- Augustus Bedford Forrest

35 pts

What state has tl1e highest percentage of people with Ph.D's in chemistry relative to its population?
--Delaware

20 pts

Give us the last names of the two literary giants who died on the exact same day in April in the year 1616.
-- Shakespeare
-- Cervantes

70 pts

What two things were given as the top prize in the 50's game show "I've Got a Secret" when
Winston-Salem was the sponsor.?
-- $80 or Eighty dollars
-- carton of Winstons

(carton of cigs was sufficient)

20 pts

Name the only 20th century American to hold the rank of "General of the Armies." Last name is
sufficient.
(Washington was the only other)
-- Pershing

50 pts

Please give us the common name for the most widely used prolate spheroid in the United States of
America? We're talking about an object, not a math problem.
-- football

20 pts

What is the constellation known as tl1e air pump better known as?
--Antlia

Hour
15 pts

6 (I000pm)

Give us the name of St. Cloud State Husky Mascot.
--Blizzard

25 pts

What is the name given to the funy like purse on the front of a kilt?
-- sporran

Play Intro on Cart, then play Audio File #2524
150 pts Please give us the names of these five television theme songs in no particular order.

-- " ALF'
- "Major Dad"
-- "Mork and Mindy"
-- "Saved by the Bell"
-- "What' s Happening"
35 pts

On New Years eve 1999, what film premiered for guests at the White House?
-- "Unfinished Journey"

20 pts

(an 18 minute film by Stephen King)

What is California' s state folk dance?
-- Square dance

75 pts

Please give us the first names of America' s fust in-vitro quintuplets.
-- Alexandria
-Danielle
- Erica
--Raymond
- Veronica
(born to Michele and Ray L'esperance)

30 pts

In the comic strip "Calvin and Hobbes" what is the last name of Calvin's school principal?
-- Spittle

35 pts

In the movie "Back to the Future," what is the name of George McFly' s first book?
-- "A Match Made in Space"

15 pts

On the jazz album "Interstellar Space" , please give us the names of the four planets that were used as
names for the titles of four of the songs.
-- Jupiter
-- Mars
-- Saturn
-- Venus

Hour
15 pts

7 (ll00pm)

How many columns are there on the outside of the Lincoln Memorial?
-- 36

20 pts

On the television show "McHales Navy", what was the number on McHales PT boat?
-- 73

80 pts

This past Christmas Body and Bath works featured Snowman Village, consisting of seven snowpeople.
Each contained either body lotion, shower gel, bubble bath or anti bacterial soap. Also each snowperson
had a name, yep you guessed it we want the names of the seven snowpeople.
--Topper
--Hattie
-- Carol
--Bub
-- Billy
-- Candy
-- Dickens

40 pts

What type of wood was used to make the wardrobe in the C.S. Lewis book "The Lion, The Witch and
The Wardrobe"?
-- apple

20 pts

What name did the band the Cranberries go by prior to their current name?
-- Cranberries Saw Us

60 pts

What subject did Luciano Pavarotti teach in a boys school before becoming a professional tenor?
--Physical Education

20pts

In the 1990 version of "Dark Shadows" who played Barnabas Collins?
First and last name, please.
--Ben Cross

35pts

Please give us the name of the first American soil that entered the new year?
--Wake Island
(a military island/installation in the Pacific, 2 hours
before Guam)

20pts

What is the name of the scale that measures the strength of a tornado?
--Fujita (scale)

Hour
10 pts

8 (Midnight)

What is the name of the cult film that usually is played at midnight, and stars Tim Curry, Susan Sarandon
and Barry Bostwick. We will wait for your answer in antic .... .... .ipation.
--"Rocky Horror Picture Show"

30 pts

What book was the inspiration for the musical "Guys and Dolls"?
-- "The Idyll of Miss Sarah Brown"

100 pts In the comic strip "L'il Abner" , what did the acronym SWINE stand for?
-- Students Wildly Indignant (about) Nearly Everything
30 pts

What baseball player first agreed to have his John Hancock branded on Louisville sluggers? First and last
name please.
-- Honus Wagner

25 pts

What is the first and last name of the first NHL goalie to score a goal in an NHL hockey game?
-- Billy Smith

Play intro on cart, then audio file 2526
Audio Trivia For 60 pts, please give us the first and last name of the main reader and the name of the book he is
reading.
-- Jesse Ventura
-- The Poky Little Puppy
20 pts

What was the town of Lethbridge in Alberta, Canada once called?
-- Coalbanks

40 pts

What was the name of the hymn that Aretha Franklin sang at Martin Luther King' s funeral?
-- "Precious Lord"

20 pts

Which television star's real name is Patsy McClenny? First and last name, please.
-- Morgan Fairchild

Hour
15 pts

9 (lOOam)

What cup is the highest award given in badminton?
--Thomas (Cup)

25 pts

In morse code, how do you spell "trivia"?
--(slash); (dot slash dot); (dot dot); (dot dot dot slash); (dot dot); (dot slash)

90 pts

Please give us Miss Piggy's Alma Mater.
-- Mrs. Worthington's Conservatory for Piglets

35 pts

DOTS, a fat free candy, has five assorted fruit flavored gumdrops. There also are licorice flavored ones
but they are not called DOTS. What are they called?
-- Crows

25 pts

Buster Brown had a dog named Tige, so who was his female fiiend? First name is sufficient.
--Mary Jane

70 pts

Diana Ross recorded a song whose lyrics true meaning revealed the songwriter's romantic feelings toward
Diana Ross. Please give us the name of that song.
- "Try It Baby"

25 pts

In the Kentucky Derby the winning horse receives a wreath of roses.
wreath in The Preakness?
-- Black Eye Susans

45 pts

In what city and state was the first steam powered cotton mill located?
-- Salem, Massachusetts

10 pts

What was the number on JFK' s PT boat?
-- 109

What flowers are used for the

Hour
15 pts

10 (200am)

It's name is Taraxacum Officinale, but most people call it a pain What is this flora's common name?
-- dandelion

30 pts

What was year and make ofMother...the car in the television series "My Mother, the Car"?
-- 1928 Porter

Visual Trivia #4 : For 200 pts, please give us this characters first name, the television show you find him on
and the first and last name of the person who provided the voice.
(character)
(tv show)
(provided voice)

-- Andy
-- Johnny Bravo
-- Rick Springfield
45 pts

What is the name of the detective out to get Boomer, the flavor blasted goldfish in the Pepperidge Farm
commercials? First and last name please.
-- Will Gettum

30 pts

What piece of medical equipment did many shoe stores routinely use on customers in the 1930' s and
I 940 ' s to ensure a good fit?
-- Fluoroscope (accept X-ray machine)

60 pts

Amazingly enough, the first brawl to break out on the floor of the US House of Representatives occurred
th

in Philadelphia two years before the turn of the 19 century. Please give us the first and last names of the
two representatives involved.
-- Roger Griswold
-- Matthew Lyon
20 pts

In what novel by William Demby does the author himself become a character writing in Rome?
-- "The Catacombs"

50 pis

Who flipped the switch to ligl1t the ball in Time Square New York? First and last name please.
--Eugene McGrath

20 pts

(CEO of Con Ed)

What make of automobile had the slogans " Chief of the Sixes" and "Finest of the Famous Silver
Streaks"?
-- Pontiac

Hour

11 (300am)

15 pts

Cecil Day Lewis was an influential poet in the 1930' s but also wrote detective novels under what
pseudonym?
-- Nicholas Blake

20 pts

Who did President Clinton say was the top entertainer of the twentieth century?
-- Elvis Presley

Play intro on cart then audio file #2236
Audio trivia, for 95 points, Please give us the first and last name of the person that this
about?
--Quentin Crisp
45 pts

song was written

Please give us the title of the only television series set in Arkansas.
-- "Evening Shade"

30 pts

What is the first and last name of the scientist who proved radio signals could be sent long distances, thus
inventing radio and for this weekend we are forever grateful?
-- Guglielmo Marconi

60 pts

In the movie "Annie Hall", while being interviewed by Dick Cavett, Alvie Senger explains that the
military had him listed as 4-P. According to Alvie, what was 4-P during wartime?
-- hostage

20 pts

What are the three pieces found in Hot Wheels Micro Machine Kit that featured JPL Sojourner Mars
Rover?
-- Lander
-- Mars Pathfinder
-- Sojourner Mars Rover

50 pts

Who received the first American patent for a method of using wooden parts to create a clock? First and
last name, please.
--Eli Terry

10 pis

Who provided for Iago in the Disney movie "Aladdin?" First and last name please.
-- Gilbert Godfrey

Hour
15 pts

12

(400 am)

What is the first and last name of the British comic who plays Mr. Bean?
- Rowland Atkinson

20 pts

Please give us the names of the two men that formed the Black Panther Party in 1974. First and last
name's please.
- Huey Newton
-- Bobby Seale

150 pts The first date Nancy Wilson (from Heart) and Cameron Crowe (director) went on, they went to a movie.
What movie did they go to?
-- "For Your Eyes Only"

35 pts

Please give us the name of the Henson creation that is big, brown, furry and likes to cha-cha-cha.
-- Bear (from Bear in the Big Blue House)

20 pts

Please give us the location of the largest Buddhist temple in the world? We want the name of the land
and the country.
-- (island of) Java, Indonesia

60 pts

What movie played at the grand opening of Graumanns Chinese Theater?
-- "King of Kings"

35 pts

What is the one big thing missing from Ntosake Shange' s book "Sassafrass, Cyprus and Indigo "?
-- punctuation

35 pts On a Simpson' s episode that aired after hour 50 last year, Homer decided to go by the name "Max Power."
What item inspired him to change his name to that?
-- a hair dryer
15 pts

Who won the Iowa School of Letters Award for Short Fiction for "The Beach Umbrella", his first book at
the age of 60? First and last name please.
-- Cyrus Colter

Hour
15 pts

13

(500 am)

On October 6th 1939 the California Perfume Company officially changed its name to what?
-- Avon (Products)

25 pts

What type of animal is Fresh Up Freddie, the old spokesman for 7-UP?
-- rooster

60 pts

Please give us the first and last names of the persons who founded the Providence Art Club in 1880?
-- George Whitaker
-- Charles Stetson
-- Edward Bannister

40 pis

How many dollars would Mark Brunell pay you if you held his winning name on a Snickers "Play for
Peanuts" wrapper?
-- IO

20 pts

What number does Herbie the Love Bug sport?
-- 53

70 pts

Who was the first female congressional page and who was she an aide for? First and last names, please.
-- Gene Cox
-- Eugene Cox

25 pts

(page)
(employer, also her father)

Please give us the first and last name of the female artist that made "A tisket, A tasket" memorable?
-- Ella Fitzgerald

35 pis

What is the state team sport of Hawaii? Be specific.
-- Outrigger canoe paddling

20 pts

What was the first name of the bandleader who usually greeted his radio audience with "Lopez
speaking ... "
- Vincent

Hour

14 (600 am)

15 pts In Celtic mythology this goddess of war and death could take the shape of a cow, an eel or a wolf. Who
was she?
-- Morrigan
20 pts

What was the title of the theme for the radio soap opera Guiding Light?
-- "Aphrodite "

200 pts Minnesota has had as many as ten Congressional seats occupied in the US House of Representatives at one
time, with each seat representing a district in Minnesota. Please give us the names of the first native born
Minnesotans to occupy each of the ten districts. Keep in mind that there were no districts being
represented in the at large election years and first and last names please.
-- Sydney Anderson
-- Franklin Ellsworth
-- Richard Gale
-- Carl Van Dyke
-- George Smith
-- Fred Marshall
-- Frank Eddy
-- Clarence Miller
-- Conrad Selvig
-- Godfrey Goodwin

(district 1)
(district 2)
(district 3)
(district 4)
(district 5)
(district 6)
(district 7)
(district 8)
(district 9)
(district 10)

35 pts

How was New Zealand's archer Neroli Fairhall different from all other athletes competing for a gold
medal in Olympic history?
-- she was confined to a wheelchair

20 pts

What is the name of the TV show that Daria watches on the MrV cartoon "Daria"?
-- "Sick Sad World"

60 pts

In 1965, BANG records was formed. The name is an anagram derived from the names of the four partners
involved in the company's creation. Please give us the first and last names of these four people.
-- Bert Berns
-- Ahrnet Ertegun
-- Nesuhi Ertegun
-- Gerald Wexler

20 pts

What was the name of the ship that Norwegian explorer and scientist Fridtjof Nansen sailed in the Arctic
Ocean in 1893?

--Fram
30 pts

Name the Sunday morning cartoon classic whose theme song was "A Mighty Fortress is Our God" .
-- Davey and Goliath

15 pts

What do religious followers call the Thursday before Easter?
- Maundy Thursday

Hour
15 pts

15 (700am)

In the 1970's cartoon series "Funky Phantom," who was the Phantom and what was the name of his cat?
-- Jonathan Muddlemore
--Boo

25 pts

[phantom]
[cat)

In Pokemon gotta catch ' em all starter version one playing cards there are two designated decks and one
ell.tra card. Please give us the name of the extra card.
--Machamp

100 pts In the "All About Town, the Game of St. Cloud" board game, please give us the only four ways to lose a
turn on the surprise cards.
-- road construction
-- stop for fire truck
-- red light
-- detour
40 pts

What U.S. movie lost the most money at the box office and can be considered the biggest movie flop in
history?
-- "Cutthroat Island"
(100 million)

20 pts

What state has only three counties and what are the names of the three counties?
--Delaware
-- Kent
-- New Castle
-- Sussex

60 pts

During the prohibition, this unlikely team confiscated an estimated 5 million bottles of bootleg liquor,
usually through various disguises including the most ingenious disguise, admitting to be a Prohibition
Officer. Please give us the frrst and last names of these two gentlemen.
-- Isadore Einstein
-- Moe Smith

20 pts

(no relation to Albert but he did meet him)

Please give us the frrst and last name of the gentleman who invented waterproof fabric lined with rubber
and whose name is also synonymous with raincoats?
-- Charles Macintosh

Play Intro on cart, then audio file #2314
Audio Trivia for 40 pts Where do these directions lead?

-- Neverland
15 pts

Who was the ·first president of Mozambique in 1975? First and last name, please.
-- Samora Machel

Hour

16 (800 am)

T.O.
15 pts

What does Auld Lang Syne mean?
-- Old days gone by

20 pts

What was the name of the first woman to make a parachute j ump? First and last name needed, nickname
will constitute partial.
-- Georgia "Tiny" Broadwick

75 pts

In the movie "High Anxiety," what is the riame of Madeline Kahn' s character and what does she say her
astrological sign is?
-- Victoria Brisbane
-- (her astrology sign is) unlisted

40 pts

Please give us the name of the submarine that straddled the equator at the international date line having
its nose in the summer of 2000 and its tail end in the winter of 1999?
-- USS Topeka

Play Intro on cart, then audio file #2322
Audio Trivia for 25 pts Who is playing lead guitar on this song?
-- Stevie Ray Vaughn
60 pts

In what two wars did the United States attack the Russians on Russian soil?
-- Russian Civil War
-- Korean War

20 pts

(US aided the white forces)
(accidentally bombed a Vladivostok Airfield)

What was the name of the local bar hangout on the television series "Three' s Company"?
-- Regal Beagle

40 pts

Who was the 1999 Athena Award Recipient for St. Cloud? First and last name, please.
-- Patti Gartland

10 pts

What does the magazine title GQ stand for?
-- Gentleman ' s Quarterly

Hour
15 pts

17 (900 am)

In which book is Mr. Bumble the workhouse boss?
-- Oliver Twist

25 pts

What is the official designation of the citizens of Massachusetts?
- Bay Staters

100 pts This song, recorded in 1969, consisted of a backing chorus of 3,000 people who were chanting in the
background while watching authorities evict some squatters. This song didn' t score as a hot 100, but the
artist did score with another song three years later. Please give us the name of the 1969 song.
-- "We Are All Living in One Place"
40 pts

The 1997 five pound note used in England has, of course, a picture of Queen Elizabeth. Please give us the
first and last name of the person who also appears.
-- George Stephenson

20 pts

What is the title of the first book in which Hercule Po riot first appears.
-- "The Mysterious Affair at Styles"

120 pts M&M candies, the self proclaimed candy of the Millennium, released 4 party boxes with brightly covered
M&M' s near the end of 1999. On the inside flap four of the M&M characters shared their New
Millennium resolutions with us. Please name the characters and give us their resolutions verbatim.
P.S. We will help you out with the fact each character starts off "My resolution for the New Millennium
is ... which means you do not have to give us that part!
-- Blue " to work on things like world peace, global warming ... You know,
the usual stuff, man."
-- Yellow " to stay away from people who only love me for my shell. It' s
what' s inside that counts, right?"
-- Green " well, with such perfection, what's to change? Maybe I'll resolve
to think about it."
-- Red " to find a way to get invited to parties ... without Yell ow."
Play Intro on cart, then audio file #2317
Audio Trivia for 25 pts Where is this theme music from?
--(Max Fleischer' s) Superman
30 pts

The song "White Christmas" is known as Bing Crosby's theme song. It is also featured in three movies
that showcase Irving Berlin's music. Please give us the names of the three movies.
-- "Holiday Inn"

-- "White Christ.mas"
-- "Blue Skies"
10 pts

What artist made the song "Blueberry Hill" popular? Most commonly used name please.
-- Fats Domino

Hour
15 pts

18 (I000am)

Please give us the name of the first American female to receive a pilot license. First and last name please.
-- Harriet Quimby

25 pts

What is the name of the musical that gave us the song "Tea for Two?"
-- "No No Nanette"

100 pts (Audio Trivia play intro on cart, then Audio file# 2235 [23sec]) Please give us the
company that used this song in their advertisements , the name of the song and the band that sings it
--Mitsubishi (company)
-- Ladyshave (song)
-- Gus Gus (band)
50 pts

The Hospital of St. Mary of Bethlehem was begun as a lunatic asylum in 13th century England. What
institution does the building house at present day?
-- Imperial War Museum

20 pts

Who is the patron saint of Norway?
- Olaf II OR Olav II [spelling varies]

60 pts

Not even a week into this new year and an endangered species became extinct. Please give us the name of
the species.
-- Spanish OR Pyrenean ibex

20 pts

In the Bugs Bunny cartoon "Rhapsody Rabbit", what piece of music is Bugs trying to play with the help of
his Mousey friend?
-- [Liszt' s) Second Hungarian Rhapsody

50 pts

Frank Caruna was the first person to do what event twice in recorded history? Hint: he did it
consecutively.
-- bowled perfect games

15 pts

In the Malay language what animal is known as the Man of the Forest?
-- orangutan

Hour

15 pts

19 (ll00am)

The first big race on the Darlington speedway was called what?
-- Southern 500

20 pts

Mellow Mutt and Commander Cool are the alter egos of what two cartoon icons?
--Scooby
-- Shaggy

120 pts An magazine ad for Trivia Pursuit Genus III, had a picture of Michaelangelo's David and a question
covering his lower body. Please give us the question that covered David's body and the answer located at
the bottom of the page.
-- What male body part did a magazine survey find to be the favorite of most women?
-- Eyes
40 pts

Please give us tl1e first and last names of the first two women to be sworn in by the FBI.
-- Susan Roley
-- Joanne Pierce

20 pts

Ezra Daggett obtained a patent for a process for storing what?
- canned foods

Play Intro on cart, then audio file #2316
Audio Trivia for 75 pts Who played the villain on this TV show, and what was the villain' s name?
-- Charles Nelson Reily
-- Hoodoo
20 pts

While Garry Trudeau was at Yale he started his Doonesbury strip. Give us the nickname of Mark
Slackmeyer in these early strips?
- "Megaphone" Mark

45 pts

What sensible product promotion device was invented by C. W. Post? Be specific....
- cents off coupon

15 pts

(coupon would be incomplete)

What is the name of Johnny Quest's dog in the cartoon "Johnny Quest"?
-- Bandit

Hour
25 pts

20 (noon)

For what designing house is Stella McCartney associated with?
-- (House of) Chloe

40 pts

Tirrough out the space program astronauts have ta.ken objects into space as momentos for themselves or
others. Gus Grissom had ta.ken such items but was unable to retrieve them when the escape hatch blew
prematurely on the Liberty_7 module. Titis past year saw the recovery of Grissom's vehicle and also the
recovery of some of the souvenirs. As of December they had found over 50 pieces of similar metal
objects, some of them carved with letters on it, what are these items?
- Mercury dimes

Play Intro on cart, then audio file #2318
Audio Trivia for 100 pts Give us the fust and last name of this actor.
-- Michael Palin
50 pts

What is the name of Saral1 ' s bear in the movie "Labyrinth?"
-- Lancelot

25 pts

For her contributions to aviation, Ida Van Smith was inducted into what organization in 1984?
-- International Forest of Friendship

60 pts

On the Garth Brooks album "Beyond the Season" Garth asked some songwriting friends to be the voices
of the animals in the song "The Friendly Beasts". What five people provided the voice of the animals?
First and last names please.
-- Pat Alger
-- Stephanie Davis
-- Larry Bastian
- Victoria Shaw
-- Tony Arata

[donkey]
[ cow]
[sheep]
[dove]
[camel]

20 pts

In the series "Doctor Who" what is the full name of the writer that the Doctor and Peri encounter in the
episode "Timelash"?
-- Herbert George Wells

30 pts

In Britain this entertainment was known as music hall, what did we call it here in America?
-- vaudeville

10 pts

What is the main ingredient in pilaf?
-- rice

Hour

21 (l00pm)

10 pts

What name is given to the theory devoted to processes, that behave in a complex and apparently random
way? THINK THEME
-- Chaos (Theory)

25 pts

What was the name of the Native American princess in the Disney movie "Peter Pan?"
--Tiger Lily

60 pts

In the cartoon series, "Dangermouse," what is Penfold' s alter super ego hero?
-- Blue Flash

35 pts

In the Norman Rockwell painting titled "Bottom Drawer," what has a surprised youngster just found?
-- Santa (Claus) Suit

20 pts

In the movie "Star Wars: Phantom Menace," what is the name of the underwater city where Jar Jar Binks
people reside?
-- Otoh Gunga

Play Intro on cart, then audio file #2313
Audio Trivia for 85 pts Who was the first artist to perform this song in concert? First and last name,
please.
--Jimi Hendrix
20 pts

Who originally stated that Maxwell House coffee was "Good to the Last Drop"? First and last name please.
-- Theodore Roosevelt

50 pts In the new comic strip "Boondocks", what is the name of the elementary school that Riley and Huey
Freeman attend?
-- J. Edgar Hoover (Elementary)
15 pts

In what city and state would one find the Lucy Desi Museum?
-- Jamestown, New York

Hour
15 pts

22 (200pm)

Give us the name of the author who penned Misty of Chincoteague. first and last name please.
-- Marguerite Henry

20 pts

What is the name of the race that was first run in 1973 commemorating the 1925 midwinter run made to
retrieve medical supplies for Nome Alaska, during a diphtheria epidemic?
-- Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race

Play Intro on cart, then audio file #2319
Audio Trivia for 70 pts give us the first and last name of this actor and the name of the movie.
-- Kurtwood Smith
-- "Robocop"
40 pts

th

Name the 4 men promoted to 5 star general on October 15 , 1944, the day after Congress had
authorized the position. Their last names are sufficient.
-- Arnold
-- Eisenhower
-- MacArthur
-- Marshall

30 pts

In the 1830' s, this African American man received a US patent for a machine that planted com. Please
give us his first and last name and the significance of this patent.
-- Henry Blair
-- first African American to receive a US patent

70 pts

In Imjingak, a village in a demilitarized zone that separates South Korea from its reclusive northern
neighbor, this New Year' s Eve, a bell was rung for peace. This bell was cast from pieces of weaponry
including an Israeli machine gun, a Russian military helmet and a piece of what American ship? Be
Specific.
-- USS Arizona

20 pts

Cleveland' s Rebecca McFarland became interested in a local hero and through research and public
funding was able to give this hero known to many a proper memorial and resting place. Please give us the
first and last name of this hero.
-- Eliot Ness

35 pts

What is love according to Ryan O ' Neal in the movies "Love Story" and "What's Up Doc"?
-- (love is) Never having to say you 're sorry

20 pts

What is the name of the town that Buffy lives in the TV series "Buffy the Vampire Slayer"
-- Sunnydale

Hour
15 pts

23 (300pm)

What does NAACP stand for?
-- National Association (for the) Advancement (of) Colored People

30 pts

Who was the 1975 winner of the Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race? First and last name please.
-- Emmitt Peters

160 pts Please give us the name of the first janitor employed by the third state Normal School in St. Cloud as it
appeared in the board minutes of May 1879 when they approved his salary to be a whopping forty dollars
per month.
-- E. L. Davis
Play Intro on cart, then audio file #2323
Audio Trivia for 50 pts What TV show uses this for its theme song?
--Dennis Miller Live
25 pts

What was the name of the made for TV movie that featured the rock group KISS in the late 1970' s?
-- "KISS Meets the Phantom of the Park"

60 pts

What was the name of the newsletter that Carrie Nation published?
-- "Smashers Mail"

25 pts

Who was the first Anglo American to reach the summit of McKinley in 1913? First and last name, please.
-- Hudson Stuck

50 pts

In the New York City New Year's celebration 1999, what was the tallest puppet used?
-- Indian Peacock

20 pts

(22 feet high)

On KISS's album "Smashes, Thrashes and Hits" who sings lead on the song "Beth?" First and last
name please.
-- Eric Carr

Hour
15 pts

24 (400pm)

What animated character became the first licensed lunch box character?
- Mickey Mouse

20 pts

What is the name of Dr. Evil's hairless cat?
-- Mr. Bigglesworth

180 pts For this question, although it is not an audio, you need to have your tape recorders ready. Due to the lenght
of this question you will not be able to call in and have it repeated. OK, are you ready? the big baseball question:
in this all-star card set, the roster is as follows:
Player 1:
Player 2:
Player 3:
Player 4:
Player 5:
Player 6:
Player 7:
Player 8:
Player 9:

born in 1940 and wore the Dodgers uniform. Never played in the minor leagues.
born in 1937 and wore the Mariners uniform. Holds the record for most fowl balls.
Born in 1949 and wore the Yankees uniform. An all-purpose player.
Born in 1949 and wore the Cubs uniform. Holds the record for most complete games.
Born in 1945 and wore the Orioles uniform. Originally drafted by the Oakland A' s.
Born in 1935 and wore the Braves uniform. Hammed it up as a player.
Born in 1944 and wore the Cardinals uniform. Began his career with the Orioles.
Born in 1945 and wore the Giants uniform. Began his career in the Attica leagues.
Born in 1954 and wore the Athletics uniform. Prefers natural grass.

The question is please give us the card set this roster came from and the names of the players in

this

roster.
-- [came from] Looney Tunes All Stars Comic Ball Cards
-- Bugs Bunny
[player 1]
-- Daffy Duck
[player 2)
-- Road Runner
[player 3)
-- Wile E. Coyote
[player 4)
-- Sylvester
(player 5)
-- Porky Pig
[player 6)
- Tweety
[player 7)
- Yosemite Sam
[player 8)
-- Tasmanian Devil
[player 9)
(1 can't believe only one team got this one. Maybe we should bring back baseball hour!!)

40 pts

Please give us the title and issue number of the first mainstream comic to publish and release without the
Comic Code Authority stamp, post Seduction Of The Innocent era.
-- Amazing Spiderman
-- 96

Play Intro on cart, then audio file #2324
Audio Trivia for 25 pis Give us the full name of this character.

--Ash Ketchum

65 pts

What is the name of the Science Museum iguana and who created him? First and last name on the
perso11, please.

-Iggy
-- Nick Swearer
25 pts

Donovan' s song "Mellow Yellow" is credited with starting what "drug" fad?
-- smoking bananas

35 pts

In 1959, Smokey Robinson and the Miracles produced a record called "Bad Girl". What famous first was
accomplished by that release
-- THE FIRST record produced by Motown

10 pts

In the 1949 Pillsbury Bakeoff all recipes had to include what ingredient?
- Pillsbury Flour (be Specific) (DUH)

Hour

25 (500pm)

20 pts

In the 1999 McDonald's Monopoly game what pieces would you have had to collect to win a Chevy
Blazer?
(Railroad)
--Reading
(Railroad)
-- Pennsylvania
(Railroad)
--B&O
(Railroad)
-- Short Line

35 pts

Music, film and TV star Glen Campbell has a picture of what weapon tattooed on his arm?
-- dagger

50 pts

You will want to record this question, so get the recorders ready .... We are going to give you directions
to get to this business. Here' s the directions: From Wisconsin travel east on U.S. highway 2 until
you reach state highway 28. You're now in Michigan. Continue east on 28 and it turns into US Highway
41. Go east on 41 . When you hit US 2, go south until you reach Gladstone. From there, turn left on
Delta avenue. The factory is on the right What is the name of the factory and what family member
would find this a restful place?
-- Hoegh Industries
-- (your) pet(s)

(pronounced Huff, if unsure ask to spell)
(its a pet casket factory)

45 pts According to a press release what entertainer was born in Simian Springs?
-- Magilla Gorilla
30 pts

What five states have both Central and Mountain time within the state?
-- Kansas
-- Nebraska
-- North Dakota
-- South Dakota
--Texas

65 pts

Please give us the four members of the G.I. Juniors, also known as the Super Kids, from Harvey comics.
Their superhero names, please.
- Mosquito Boy
--Robotboy
-Rocketboy
-- Rubberboy

20 pts

Easily webbable but a really cool name question: what company did Brownie Wise work for?
-- Tupperware

Play Intro on cart, then audio file #2352
Audio Trivia for 40 pts Who is this?
-- (Billy Idol with) Generation X
IO pts

What state, nicknamed the Aloha State, consumes the most SP AM per person per year? Hint it is not a
continental state.
--Hawaii

Hour

10 pts

26 (600pm)

Visual Trivia #5 : Please give us the name of this gentle giant and it's creators first and last name.

-- Gertie
- Winsor McKay
35 pts

In January of 1920 a funeral was performed. The parting words given at this ceremony were " Good-bye,
you were God ' s worst enemy, you were hell 's best friend. I hate you with a perfect hatred. " . Who was the
funeral for? First and last name please.
-- John Barleycorn

Play Intro on cart, then audio file #2353
Audio Trivia for 120 pts Under what name did this band first record?
-- The High Numbers
35 pts

In 1995 golfing history was made at tl1e Bob Hope Classic. An invitation had been sent out to some VIP 's
that caused the hosting golf course to be over run by Secret Service. Please give us the names of the three
VIP ' s, first and last name, and the golf course on which they were playing on.
-- (President) William or Bill Clinton
-- (former President) George Bush
-- (former President) Gerald Ford
-- Indian Wells Country Club

20 pts

The BBC has given its approval for new Doctor Who stories to be released on CD. The first CD featured .
three Doctors who were brought together to save (surprise) Gallifrey. What is the title of the story that has
brought the Time Lord back.
-- "Sirens of Time"

60 pts

In the early days of radio, a children ' s program existed, its setting an enchanted kingdom where all the
lost things on earth found their way, so they were never truly lost. The narrator told stories of her
childhood in tIJ..is enchanted kingdom, and called her listening audience "pollywogs" .Please give us the
name of tllis radio program.
-- "Land of the Lost'

20 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the first president to have his portrait on a coin during his lifetime
and on what coin it appeared.
-- Calvin Coolidge
-- (sesquicentennial) half dollar

65 pts

Give us the name of the US machine used to decipher Japanese diplomatic encryptions at the beginning
of World War II and the term used for the actual intelligence information derived from the machine.
-- Purple (machine)
-- MAGIC (name of the intelligence information)

15 pts

Please give us the first and last name of tl1e person who developed the electroencephalogram.
-- Hans Berger

Hour
15 pts

27 (700pm)

Please give us the moniker in which Joseph Saddler is better known by.
-- Grandmaster Flash

20 pts

What is the name of the 3 Cyclopes that were the children of Uranus and Gaea?
-- Brontes
-- Steropes
-- Arges

60 pts

In an episode of televisions "Happy Days", Chachi boxed against a real-life fighter. Please give us the
class and the first and last name of this champ.
-- lightweight Sean O 'Grady

50 pts

What were the first "odors" produced by the California Perfume Company?
-- Heliotrope
--Hyacinth
-- Lily of the Valley
-- White Rose
-- Violet

25 pts

In 1882 P.T. Barnum added one of his biggest stars to his show. Please give us the name of this
entertainer.
-- Jumbo ( the elephant)

P\ay Intro on cart, then audio file #2238
Audio Trivia for 70 pts What two stars were virtual unknowns when they performed on this song? First and last
names please.
-David Sanborn
- Luther Vandross
25 pts

In the TV show "Blues Clues", what is the name of Steve' s pet turtle?
-- Turquoise

50 pts

Who was Doc Severson' s favorite choice as guest host of the "Tonight Show"? First and last name
please.
-- Rip Taylor

10 pts

What famous corporate name is associated with Walla Walla, Washington?
--ACME

Hour

28 (800pm)

20 pts

What is the first and last name of the person who portrayed the Channel 14 Buffalo news man in the
movie "Airplane Ir'?
--Pat Sajak

25 pts

What popular 1960' s TV character would have smoke rise from their entire body whenever they smoked?
First and last name please.
-- Morticia Addams

75 pts

What was the name of the animal that came to life for a boy named Tim when he recited the words "O
winged horse of marble white - take me on a magic flight?"
-- Luno

50 pts

What are the names of the two radio show spokespersons for Greyhound.
-- Trip & Trap

20 pts

In the children's TV series "H.R. Pufnstuf," what is the name of the talking gold flute?
-- Freddie

65 pts

In what city would you have found the first drive up mail box?
-- Houston

30 pts

(TX)

Please give us the first and last name of the youngest recipient of the Albert Medal.
-- Anthony Farrer

30 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the first deaf skater to play in the NHL.
--Jim Kyte

10 pts

What is the state mineral of Alaska?
-- gold

Hour
10 pts

29 (900pm)

Which company has the motto "We bring good things to life"?
-- General Electric

25 pts

In 1972, this actor returned to the United States to receive an Academy Award for his life's work. Which
actor are we referring to? First and last name, please.
-- Charlie Chaplin

95 pts

In the stoiy "Uncle Wiggly's Picnic," what foods did Nurse Jane put in Uncle Wiggly's picnic lunch? Must
be specific!
-- Carrot bread
-- Turnip cookies
-- Lettuce sandwiches
-- Nut cake

40 pts

In a recent "Peanuts" Sunday strip Spike is having a conversation with his friend the cactus. He reveals he
only owns two things, each item a gift from different people. What are the two things and from whom did
he receive them?
-- Hat from his Dad
-- Shoes from Mickey Mouse

20 pts

On the television show "Columbo", how many lumps does Columbo take in his coffee?
-- three

60 pts

In the movie "Kind Hearts and Coronets", Sir Alec Guinness plays multiple roles that range from the
Banker to the General. Please give us the first names of his characters.
Phone bank. make sure teams give you all eight names. including saying doubles twice)
--Agatha
--Ascoyne
--Ascoyne
-Ethelred
-· Henry
--Henry
-· Horatio
-· Rufus

20 pts

(yes, two Ascoynes)

(yes, two Henrys)

Please give us the full maiden name of the United States senator who was the first female to occupy the
seat.
-· Martllll Maria Hughes

45 pts

From the " Saturday Night Live" television show, what Earth city did the Coneheads reside in?
-- Pinewood Hills

10 pts

In bowling, what is the maximum number of balls a person can roll in a single game?
-· twenty one

(21)

Hour
15 pts

30 (I000pm)

Visual Trivia #6: What nursery rhyme does this silhouette portray?
-- Simple Simon (met a Pie man)

30 pts

Newt was the name being used for the little girl in the movie "Aliens Ir', but she had an actual first and
last name. Please give that to us now.
, -- Rebecca Jordan

120 pts The soundtrack "The Pink Panther" was performed by Henry Mancini and his Orchestra, but he did not
contribute the notes for his songs. Instead he had Peter Sellers as a guest writer put down his thoughts
about the songs. The notes had little to do with the music or the picture and at the end Sellers adds an
additional personal note about writing record notes. Please give us the note verbatim.
-- " I've never written record notes before and I'm sure I will never be asked again. The poor fools, they
don 't know what they are missing"
30 pts

What was the first space craft to be flown twice?
- (Space Shuttle) Columbia

25 pts

Who was the first masked superhero to appear in comic print?
-- "The Phantom"

60 pts

In the Sunday edition of the cartoon strip "Buckles" , Buckles was dividing garbage up and his friend Flea
asked what he was doing. Buckles replied that he was separating the garbage into the Four Food Groups.
What are the four groups according to Buckles? Be Specific
(good for Bones and Teeth)
-- Hardened Crunchy
(tantalizes the ears and eyes)
-- Wrinkly Crinkly
(all the greasy Liquids a body needs)
-- Wet and Juicy
(packs all the smells & flavors to tingle the nose &
-- Fuzzy Fungus
tasting senses)

25 pts

What golf club was used by Alan Shepard on the moon? NO NOT THE NAME BRAND!!!
-- six iron

30 pts

What past date has the most digits in Roman Numerals? Please give us the answer in Roman Numerals.
-- MDCCCLXXXVIII

10 pts

Name the largest Jake entirely within Manitoba.
-Winnipeg

(1888)

Hour
10 pts

31 (ll00pm)

What is the name of the Roman goddess of intelligence and of handicrafts and the arts and war?
--Minerva

20 pts

Who was the first person, first and last name, to be elected president of the National Academy of Design?
-- Samuel Morse

I 00 pts On the dust jacket of Howard Stern's Book "Private Parts" , four people are quoted on the back cover.
Please give us the four people and their corresponding quotes as found on the dust jacket. First and Last
names.
- David Letterman - "[Howard Stern) represents state of the art of radio in this
country"
-- Cher - "I hate him. He's just a creep"
-- Ted Koppel - "Good taste would likely have the same effect on Howard Stern
that daylight would have on a vampire."
-- Sylvester Stallone - " I love him, I really love him"
50 pts

What was the name of the journal that was "A depository of facts and reasonings relative to natural history,
agriculture, and medicine"?
-- "Medical Repository"

25 pts

What television show spawned from the TV show "The Rockford Files" ?
-- Richie Brockelman - Private Eye

50 pts

Please give us the first names of the original five young men who were seeking Voltron in the cartoon
series Voltron.

-Hank
--Keith
-Linx
--Pidge
-- Sven
25 pts

What president dedicated the Francis Scott Memorial in Baltimore? First and last name, please.
-- President Warren (G) Harding

25 pts

Who was the first person to reach the South pole and tl1e first to travel by ship through the Northwest
passage? First and last name, please.
-- Roald Amundson

10 pts

What line follows "All I want is a room somewhere... "?
-- (Far) away from the cold night air

(My Fair Lady)

Hour
10 pts

32 (midnight)

In the TV series "Mission Impossible," how long would it take for the tape to self destruct?
-- 5 seconds

20 pts

Please give us the full name of the Army officer who is responsible for composing the French National
anthem.
--Claude Joseph Rouge! de Lisle

70 pts

Looking at the commercial with the two guys strapped for cash, deciding between buying a six-pack of
Bud Light or toilet paper, we want to know what the caption reads on the magazine in the background.
-- "Big Dump Planned"

Visual Trivia #1: For 35 points, please give us the significance of this puzzle for the United States.

-- first crossword puzzle (to appear in) an American newspaper OR anything
close to this answer
25 pts

What was the name of the Secret Agent played by Dean Martin in such films as "The Silencers" and "The
Wrecking Crew?"
--Matt Helm

60 pts

Elsie Kachel Moll was the model for what two items that appeared publicly in 1916?
-- mercury dime
-- standing liberty quarter

20 pts

"The Fog Hom" is a short story that was made into what movie?
-- "The Beast From 20,000 Fathoms"

35 pts

What was the name of the pool in Arizona that was one of'the first pools to make use of wave-making
technology?
-Big Surf

15 pts

What do the initials J.R.R. stand for in J.R.R. Tolkien's name?
-- John Ronald Reuel

Hour

33 (l00am)

OKAy GUYS WE ARE HAYING FUN WITH nns HOUR WE HAVE ADDED ONE HUNDRED POINTS TO
TI-IE REGULAR VALVES SOOOOOOO..... THEY WILL STil.,L EXHIBIT THE SAME DIFFICULTY LEVEL
AS O11-IER HOURS VS. HARD AND THE SAME AMOUNT TIME OPEN BUT MORE POINTS.,ENJOY.
115 pts Please give us the names of the two moons of Mars.
-- Phobos
--Deimos
125 pts What was the name of.the St. Paul police dog that died in the line of duty, saving his human partner from
a bullet in 1998.
-- Callahan

Play Intro on cart, then audio file# 2528
Audio Trivia For 180 pts, please give us the name of this show.
--Automan
145 pts Rodney presents a swimmer to the King of ID introducing the swimmer as the kingdom' s first Olympic
Gold Medal winner. What was the swimmers first and last name?

-- Selwyn Spinks
125 pts This past year in the Sunday comic strip "Beetle Bailey," Plato was acting as emcee introducing the
speaker as "Faster than a speeding pullet, stronger than a wet noodle, able to leap ant hills in a single
bound." Who was he introducing? First and last name and rank please.

-- General Amos Halftrack
Visual Trivia #2 : For 165 points, please give us the captions missing for numbers 1, 9, 18, 26, and 42.
-- Minnesota Dawn
--The Lake
-- TI1e River
-- Gulf of Mexico
120 pts According to Greek legend, the Strait of Messina was guarded by which two creatures?

-- Charybdis
-- Scylla

(who lived in a whirlpool and devoured ships)
(who devoured sailors in the rocks)

150 pts Please give us the first and last name of the oldest player in major league baseball history to hit a home

run.
-- Jack Picus (or Jack Quinn)
115 pts The Tiffany company was founded by whom? Full name, please.
-- Louis Comfort Tiffany

Hour 34 (200am) - Speed Round!!! yipee!
20 pts

Annual Batman Question: What was the first and last name of the hairdresser for the actors/actresses as
displayed in the closing credits of the movie "Lock-Up" starring Sylvester Stallone?
-- Bruce Wayne

20 pts

Please give us the titles of the five spin-offs from the popular TV show "All in the Family".
-- " Archie' s Place"
-- " Gloria"
-- " Good Times"
-- "The Jeffersons"
-- "Maude"

20 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the person responsible for writing the book "Airport", which was
released the year Will Smith was born.
-- Arthur Hailey

20 pts

What is the correct name for the tlu-ee star-like figures on the Pittsburgh Steelers helmets?
-- Hypocycloids

20 pts

What was Excedrin headache# 1040 was caused by?
-- tax audit

20 pts

What was the theme for the new years eve celebration in New York City' s Time Square 1999?
-- A Marathon Of Midnights

20 pts

What did President Clinton say was tl1e most irnponant invention of the twentieth century?
- television

20 pts

What was the first disease on Eartl1 to be officially declared eradicated?
-- smallpox

20 pts

Who was the first baseball player (first and last name) to sign a contract thus becoming the first to earn
$90,000 a year?

-- Joe DiMaggio

SECOND HALF OF HOUR 34
20 pts

On the television series "The A Team", what does HM stand for in Murdock's name?
- Howling Mad

20 pts

In "Toe Muppet Movie," who was the piano man at the El Sleazo bar? First and last real name please.
-- Paul Williams

20 pts

When was Auld Lang Syne first publicly played and associated with New Year's Eve ? Toe year would
suffice.
-- 1929

20 pts

In the 1999-2000 Millenniwn celebration in Thailand there was a seventy-two tiered cake representing
what?
-- king's birthday

20 pts

With their detective father always working on a case and their mother dead, who oversaw the Hardy Boys
household? From the book series and first name will suffice.
-- (Aunt) Gertrude

20 pts

Unlike certain relatives, the agitator used in this household appliance is a good thing. What appliance are
we referring to?
-- washing machine

20 pts

According to our 50 pound dictionary printed in 1996, what is the first animal listed under the twenty-first
letter of the alphabet?
(Wa-Car-E)
-- Uakari

20 pts

In what year did they trim 50 miles off the Daytona 500 due to a gas problem?
-- 1974

20 pts

(Speed Round) Who said at the 1983 Academy Awards "Remember, today's winner is tomorrow's
question in trivial pursuit"? First and last name, please.
-- Johnny Carson

Hour
10 pts

35 (300am)

What state has the nickname ofTarheel State?
-- North Carolina

20 pts

Who received the Artist of the Year Award at the 30th Annual Dove Awards? And we are looking for first
and last name.
-- Michael Smith

80 pts

We want to know what musical instruments Al Roker, Ann Curry, Katie Courie, and Matt Lauer played in
school long before becoming hosts of the "Today" show.
-- flute (Al Roker)
-- guitar (Ann Curry)
-- piano (Katie Courie)
-- clarinet (Matt Lauer)

[in Military School]
[in 7th grade]
[in elementary school]
[in elementary school]

Play Intro on cart, then audio file #2320
Audio Trivia for 50 pts Who is this actor and what TV show is he on? GUESS WHAT!!!! SURPRISE!!!! We want
the first and last name.
--Tim Curry
-- "Duckman"
20 pts

Please give us the reqirements of completing the Adventurer 's Grand Slam?
- Climbing the highest peak on every continent (or 7 continentS)
-visit all four poles (magnetic and geographic)

60 pts

In May of 1999 the St. Cloud Metropolitan Metro Transit hosted Tour De Frog 1999. Please give us the
names given to the three loops offered to challenge the local cyclist..
-- The Tadpole
-- The Froglet
-- The Croaker

20pts

(15 miles)
(24 miles)
(47 miles)

What are the three methods by which heat moves through objects?
-- conduction
-- convection
-- radiation

30 pts

What play was interrupted by the reappearance of Ramirez in the movie "Highlander II?"
-- "Hamlet"

10 pts

What common device was invented by Alessandro Volta?
--the battery

Hour
15 pts

36 (400am)

In which European city would you find a statue of the Little Mennaid?
-- Copenhagen

20 pts

In the movie "Star Trek: First Contact" who played the Borg Queen? First and last name, please.
-- Alice Krige

85 pts

Tom Baker appeared as Sherlock Holmes in an Irish stage production of a Holmes story. Please tell us the
title of the play and the theater in Dublin which the play opened.
- "The Mask of Moriarty"
-- Gate Theater

50 pts

What was the name of "The Partridge Family' s" dog?
-- Simone

20 pts

Please give us the name of Peter Rabbit's sisters.
--Flopsy
--Mopsy
-- Cottontail

60 pts

VISUAL# 11
name.

We would like tl1e real full name of tltis celebrity. Yes that means first, ntiddle and last
-- James George Janos

20 pts

The first drive-in theatre built to accommodate cars showed up in 1934. Fourteen years later, another type
of drive-in was built to accommodate what other means of transportation?
-- airplanes

20 pts

In classical mythology what is the name of the god of dreams and is the son of Hypnos?
-- Morpheus

15 pts

Dam:

which came first: Hoover or Boulder?
-- Boulder

Hour
15 pts

37 (500am)

What does the initial R. stand for in the name James R. Hoffa? It might explain his disappearance.
--Riddle

25 pts Who was the first male to grace the front panel of Playboy magazine? First and last name, please.
-- Peter Sellers
Play Intro on cart, then audio file #2525
Audio Trivia For 100 pts, please give us the names of these four television theme songs.
-- Alien Nation
-- Hardy Boys/Nancy Drew Mysteries
-- Incredible Hulk
-- Unsolved Mysteries
45 pts

The rear exits of certain Boeing 727's are equipped with a device to prevent persons from leaving the plane
while in flight What name was given to these latches?
-- Cooper Vane

25 pts

According to the television series "Naked City", how many stories are there in a naked city?
-- eight million

60 pts

25 pts

(8,000,000)

Q, Quark, Gowron and the Tribbles have their own brands of coffee for all you diehard Star Trek fans.
Please give us the names of their four coffees. PS - this one goes out to our Federation allies, the Klingon
team.
- (Q' s) Continuum Bold
-- (Quark's) Ferenginar Supreme
-- (Gowron 's) Klingon Raktajino
-- Tribble's Choice
What do Buster Brown and The Yellow Kid have in common?
-- their creator

10 pts

(named after hijacker D.B. Cooper)

(Richard Outcault)

In which war was the US Army horse cavalry last used in action?
-- World War II

15 pts

Two new television series premiered in 1988 with the name "Murphy" in their title. Please give us the
titles of these two shows.
-- "Murphy Brown '
- "Murphy' s Law"

10 pts

Hour
38 (600am)
What was the name of the town that the Pied piper offered his services in pest control?
-- Hamelin

35 pts

What is the name of the state symbol for litter control in Florida?
-- Glenn Glitter

Play Intro on cart, then audio file #2243
Audio Trivia for 95 pts What movie is this from?

-- "Jacob's Ladder''
35 pts

What is the French name for the English Channel?
--La Manche

20 pts

Who played Dr. Syn in the originally made for TV Disney movie "The Scarecrow of Romney Marsh"?
First and last name, please.
-- Patrick McGoohan

55 pts

In the TV series "The Flintstones," Fred inadvertently winds up playing the part of a super hero that
wears a suit with an S on it and flies through the air catching bad guys. Please give us the name of the
super hero that he portrays and t11e first name of tl1e stoneage actor he was replacing.
-- Superstone
-- George

15 pts

What state has the motto "If you seek a pleasant peninsula, look about you?"
--Michigan

50 pts

In the movie "While you were Sleeping'' what message was flashed on the marquee located on the outside
of Wrigley Field stadiwn, as the perfect gift for Christmas?
The exact message please.
-- "THE PERFECT GIFT? HOW ABOUT TICKETS TO THE 10TH

ANNUAL CUB CONVENTION"
15 pts

Please give us the name of the male in Greek mythology who abducted Helen of Troy hence starting the
Trojan Wars.
-- Paris

Hour
10 pts

39 (700am)

In the movie "A Bug's Life", who provided the voice of Mr. Soil? First and last name, please.
-- Roddy McDowall

30 pts Woody Guthrie wrote a song titled "Two Good Men." We are asking the frrst and last given names of the
two men he was commemorating. Be Specific!!!!
-- Nicola Sacco
-- Bartolomeo Vanzetti
65 pts

If you were writing a letter to someone at the Los Alamos site during the Manhattan Project, at which
address would your mail ultimately arrive?
-- Santa Fe Post Office Box 1663

45 pts

In 1999, the US Post Office published a gift set of postcards replicating 19 individual first class
stamps. Each pictured one of 19 different flowers. Please give us the names of each flower.
--Anemone
-- Aster
-- Bird of Paradise
-- Chinese Hibiscus
-- Chrysanthemum
-- Crocus
--Daffodil
--Dahlia
--Hyacinth

-- Hydrangea

-- Iris
-- Gloriosa lily
-- Lilac
-- Pansy
-- Royal Poinciana
-- Rudbekia
-- Snowdrop
-- Tulip
-- Winter aconite

(Po see ana)

(Phone bank: if the pronunciation's close, give it to them)
20 pts

What are the state colors of Kentucky?
-- Blue
-- Gold

65 pts

Just because we want to know, what was the total cost of the stamps depicted on the postcards issued by
the US post office asked two questions ago. Only the exact amount will do: no partials.
-- $5.97

20 pts

(EITHER RIGHT OR WRONG)

What was the name of the album and who was the artist who received the Grammy Award for Album of
the Year in 1958? First and last name of the artist please.
-- "The Music from Peter Gunn"
-- Henry Mancini

40 pts

Name the fireman character played by John Fishburn on TV's "Emergency!".
-- Roy Desoto

15 pts

(John Fishburn was Kevin Tighes real name)

Name the vocal group that had the 1963 hit "Walk like a man."
-- (Frankie Valli and !lie) Four Seasons

Hour
20 pts

40 (800am)

Please give us the first and last name's of the two St. Cloud State students that won the national "Blair
Witch" contest sponsored by campus club dot com.
- Christine Krenz
-- Jason Millner

T.O.
25 pts

What were the first and last names of the couple that employed Mary Poppins? ( We are referring to the
Disney movie)
-- Jane Banks
-- Michael Banks

Play Intro on cart, then audio file #2321

T.O.
Audio Trivia for 120 pts What happened to the members ofMetallica, after they appeared on this show? (of course
this is according to the show!!!!!)
audio file #2250 plays answer
-- They exploded (in deep space)
th

40 pts

The Brunswick Corporation sold and installed it's 20,000 of what in a bowling alley in Connecticut in
1959?
- automatic pin setter
(have to have automatic)

25 pts

What Academy Award category was awarded just once before being abolished in 1929?
-- Title Writing

55 pts

On what old time radio show would you have found the Silver masked tenor? Also, give us his real first
and last name.
-- "Goodrich Silvertown Orchestra"
-- Joseph White

20 pts

What breed of horse was TVs "Mr. Ed"?
--Palamino

30 ptsVisual Trivia #6: Please give us the business that uses this silhouette as part of its logo?
-- Howard Johnson

IO pts

What do you get when you mix zinc and copper?
-- brass

Hour
I 5 pts

41 (900am)

Name the largest non-political election held yearly in the United States.
-- balloting for Baseball's All-Star game

35 pts

What university was used for the location of the filming of the movie "Animal House"?
-- University of Oregon - Eugene

150 ptsVisual Trivia #10: Give us the name of the city or town and the name of the building in which this
stained glass window is located? The phone workers will ask for the city first, then the building.
-- Salisbury
-- Salisbury Cathedral

(city)
(building)

Play Intro on cart, then audio file #2242
Audio Trivia for 50 pts What is this?
-- (King) Ghidra OR Monster Zero
45 pts

What three words are on the three rings of Ballantine Beer labels?
-- Body
-- Flavor
-- Purity

70 pts

Two known spies, a man and a·woman are buried in Westminster Abbey. Please give us their first and
last names.
-- Aphra Behn
-- (Major) John Andre'

35 pts

What is the name of Jane's father in the Walt Disney movie "Tarzan" released on video this year.
He gives a first name, a middle initial and last name.
-- Archimedes Q. Porter

50 pts

Complete this line from the movie "Annie Hall" : "He who cannot do, teaches. He who cannot teach,
teaches ..."
--gym

15 pts

Name the only two signers of the Declaration of Independence who later became President. First and last
names please.
-- TI1omas Jefferson
-- John Adams

Hour
15 pts

42 (l000am)

What year is Halley' s comet schedule to return?
-- 2061

35 pts

Cecil B. DeMille donated a prop from the movie "Reap the Wild Wind" to a rubber collection during
World War IL What was the prop that he donated?
-- Rubber squid

250 pts VISUAL# 9 What fleet was this created for, who manned the fleet and what was fleet's purpose?
- Corsair Fleet
- United States Coast Guard Reservists
-- Patrol the North Atlantic during World War II
45 pts

At the age of 13 this entertainer fired a pistol into the air as a means of celebrating New Year' s Eve. It
was decided he was to be punished and was sent off to a reform school. While there he learned to read
music and play an instrument. Please give us the first and last name of this entertainer.
-- Louis Armstrong

Play Into on cart, then audio file#2529
Audio Trivia For 25 pts, please give us the name of this television series that we find amusingly

realistic.

-- "Malcolm in the Middle"
85 pts

According to the BBC production of Agatha Christie's mystery "The 4:50 from Paddington," Miss Marple
gives her home phone number as what?
-- St. Mary Mead - 236

10 pts

What is the standard color that the basic I -mac computer is sold in - the higher priced ones you can
choose the color ... but we are looking for the bargain-basement-one-college-students-can-even-afford
color.
-- blueberry

50 pts

What was Ellis Peter's medieval sleuth Brother Cadfael's name before he became a monk? Give us his full
Welsh name please. Be Specific Spell if necessary.
· -- Cadfael ap Meilyr ap Dafydd

10 pts

In the vernacular of espionage to what does "family jewels" refer to?
-- Illegal activities canied out by the CIA

Hour
10 pts

43 (ll00am)

Who is the state hostess of Oregon? Two kids in Portland should get this one.
-- Miss Oregon

25 pts

At the close of every annual New Year's concert the Vienna Symphony plays the same piece of music as
it's final encore. What is the title to tliat piece of music?
-- "Radetzky March"

80 pts

We here at KAOS central would like to know who took first place in the large sculpture category with a
awesome balloon sculpture of Flick from "It' s a Bug' s Life" at a convention held in Las Vegas last year.
An extra hint: This person also won Designer of the Year in 1999. First and last name please and just for
our benefit, gave us the name of the convention.
-- Kelli Sipp
-- International Balloon Arts (Convention)

45 pts

The photo on the cover of LIFE niagazines May 14, 1945 issue shows a young American serviceman
standing before a huge Swastika offering a mock Nazi salute. Give us the first and last name of the
photographer and the rank, first and last name of the serviceman pictured.
-- Robert Capa (photographer)
-- Corporal Hubert Strickland

35 pts

Pinky and the Brain headed to Minnesota when Brain learned tliat one of the world's richest deposits of a
certain mineral was located here. Give us the scientific name for the mineral and its more common name.
-- sign a sight
-- sneezing powder

(Scientific: this is the phonetic spelling)
(common)

Play Intro on cart, then audio file #2241
Audio Trivia for 75 pts What was the reply to tl1is famous line?
Audio file#2252 Answer on audio
-- "(oh, okay ... ) You got time to duck?"
35 pts

In the 1974 movie "The Great Gatsby", the house occupied by Robert Redford (in the movie, of course) is
actually what famous house?
-- Rosecliff

45 pts

This avenue in Atlanta, Georgia is nicknamed the "Mecca of the modern civil rights movement" . What
avenue are we referring to?
-- Auburn Avenue

20 pts

Who first recorded the novelty hit "Wooly Bully" ?
-- Sam the Sham (and the Pharaohs)

Hour
10 pts

44 (noon)

On July sixteenth in the year two thousand will be the second time this year the Earth moon will do

what?
-- eclipse
30 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the Star Trek actor (no we are not going to tell you which series)
who has said his brother kept a picture of a groundhog in his wallet in place of the stars picture due to
the fact he was born on Groundhog' s day.
-- Brent Spiner

Play Intro on cart, then audio file #2240
Audio Trivia for 150 pts Please give us the first and last name of this crooner.
-- Chevy Chase
40 pts

Please give us the names of the Kemp ' s knockoff of the Beanie Babies, second edition as seen in the
coupon ads, aka the Moo Babies.
-- Candy Cane (yes, candy cane)
-- Neo

--Moosie
--Rainbow

25 pts

One of Coke' s memorable TV commercials is the Mean Joe Greene commercial where a young fan offers
Mean Joe his Coke and in return is rewarded with Joe ' s jersey. A few years later Pepsi decided to spoof
the commercial and had an athlete ask a kid for his Pepsi and the fan refused. Who was the athlete?
-- Shaquille O ' Neal

85 pts

"Patriotism is not enough. I must have no hatred or bitterness towards anyone" These words quoted are
carved at the base of a statute of a World War I heroine. The statue is located off Trafalgar Square in
London. The original quote contains an additional 17 words. Give us the first, middle and last name of
this heroine and the additional 17 words of the quotation.
-- Edi th Louisa Cavel
-- "This I would say, standing as I do, in view of God and eternity: I realize that... "

30 pts

What character (first name, middle initial, last name) coined the phrase "If Opera is entertainment, then
falling off the roof is transportation"? Doesn't that just make you mad?
-- Alfred E. Neuman

55 pts

In the radio series "Fibber McGee and Molly," Fibber McGee decides to go to night school to learn the
three r' s: reading, writing and arithmetic. According to Molly the last time Fibber was in school what
three R 's did he do?
-- running
-- wrestling
-- recess
(ON AIR: WHEN CLOSING GIVE THE ANSWER "RUNNING AND WRESTLING AT RECESS"

15 pts

What is the current name of the company once known as Hassenfeld Brothers?
-- Hasbro

Hour
10 pts

45 (l00pm)

The roadrunner is the funny purple bird tl1at the Coyote chases around in Warner Brothers cartoon series
and it also happens to be a state bird. Which state?
-New Mexico

35 pts

In 1999 Hallmark presented it's second ornament in the line of "Spotlight on Snoopy." the ornament had
Snoopy in a bomber jacket and goggles with faithful Woodstock by his side. On the back of the box
that held the ornament was a poem. Please give us that poem.

-- "Who's the famous flyin Ace who soars the wintry skies?
That brave lone-eagle beagle is just Snoopy in disguise! "
125 pts (ON AIR: TREAT THIS ONE LIKE AN AUDIO: "GET YOUR TAPE PLAYERS OUT ... " )

"The general's car arrived at the dot of 4: 15. As they stepped from the car we stood at the
salute and at that very moment a revolver shot rang out. It seemed to come from behind
one of Notre Dame's gargoyles."
The proceeding is an excerpt from a Chicago Daily News International corespondent's story, which
described the arrival of Four French generals at the Cathedral of Notre Dame. They were there to attend
thanksgiving service following the liberation of Paris from the Nazi's in August 1944. Please give us the
last names of these four generals and tl1e first and last name of the correspondent.
-- De Gaulle
--Koenig
-- Leclerc
-- Juin
-- Jean Kirkpatrick

(phone bank: unsure of any, ask them to spell)

( correspondent)

Play Intro on cart, then audio file #2239
.
Audio Trivia for 35 pts Who was the producer of this song? First and last name please.
-- Pete Townshend
25 pts

As a tribute to Shake A Hampster band, please type in this web address: www.hamsterdance.com and let
the phone bank hear the song. Once the phone bank has confirmed, you will receive 25 pts. Call the
dispute line if any problems arise. Thank you.

95 pts

The movie "The Riddle of Sands" was based on a novel by the same title. The novel realistically
illustrated the potential danger of invasion of England by Germany through the Frisian (Free shlffi)
Islands. The first edition of this fictional work contained a note from then First Sea Lord, Admiral Sir
John Fischer. Give us the author's first and last name and the exact note, as appended to the book by the
First Sea Lord.
-- Erskine Childers

(author)

-- " It so happens that while this book was in the press, a number of
measures have been taken by the government to colffiteract some of the very
weaknesses and dangers which are alluded to above."

20 pts

What is the name given to the place where Norse warriors hoped to be in the afterlife?

- Valhalla
(Isn't that also the name of the smoking room in Atwood? hmmm)

55 pts

Visual Trivia #8: Please give us the full name for this spokesperson and the shortened name by which
he goes by these days.
-- Bibendiwn
--Mr. Bib

10 pts

"Born to be Wild" was the theme song to which 1969 movie?

-- Easy Rider

Begin Blackout!!!! Team totals will not be read over the air from this point on!!!
Hour 46 (200pm)
10 pts

Though we celebrate Trivia eve!)' first full weekend of February, Trivia does have its own recognized da:y.
Please give us the month and day.
-- January 4

25 pts

In his video by Tom Petty "Don' t come around here no more", what fictional character does Tom Petty
play?
-- The Mad Hatter
( from Alice in Wonderland)

70 pts

From William Shakespeare's play "As You Like It", a song evolved from a poem within the play. The
song became known as "It was a lover and his lass." Please give us the first and last name of
Shakespeare's contemporal)' who composed the music for the song.
-- Thomas Morely

40 pts

The Eisenhower Interstate System required that one mile out of eve!)' five miles on interstate highways be
straight for what reason?
-- (to be used as) landing strips OR emergency strips OR emergency airfields
(or anything similar to a landing platform for airplanes)

Audio Trivia for 65 pts Name this movie.
-- " Wizards"
60 pts

James Bond's creator, Ian F1eming is credited with having created a genuine intelligence-gathering unit
during World War II. Give us the full name of the unit.
-- 30"' Assault Unit

25 pts

In England the supermarket giant Tesco recently conducted pie throwing experiments, to determine
which one of their pies worked best as edible projectiles. It seems the British have taken up pie throwing
and had inquired which pie was the best. According to Melodie Schuster a Tesco spokesperson which pie
was best for maximum face-filling coverage.
-- Egg Custard tart (custard pie will do)

30 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the Malaysia' s Prime Minister?
-- Mahathir Mohamad

10 pts

Please give us the state that includes "Rocky Top" among its state songs?
-- Tennessee

47 MILLENNIUM HOUR (J00pm)
(THIS IS ALSO BLACKOUT HOUR)

Hour

15 pts

In fall 1999, Lifesavers deemed the pineapple candy in the traditional five flavor Lifesaver roll as not Y2K
compliant. What 3 flavors were listed as choices to take a place along side the traditional cheny, orange,
lemon and lime candy?
-- strawbeny
-- pineapple
-- watermelon

35 pts

In the New York City 1999 New Year's celebration what was the longest puppet used?
-- Arabian horse

(90 feet long)

(DJ's we need this question to be open till end of hour 48 .)
Are you ready for the BIG one for the year? Grab the tape recorders, wake your team mates, call the neighbors over,
start the coffee and let's get down to trivia ..... We would really like to know what in the heck they were throwing
from the roof tops New Years Eve in Time Square and why .... To be more specific
*we want the items they dropped, what they represented, the time they were scheduled to drop
the items and the official quantity or weight of the items that they dropped at the New Years
Eve celebration for December thirty first 1999. And By the way this question is worth 450
points! When you are calling in to guess the answer You can still call in for partials one part at a
time, However, in order to make things easier on the phone bank workers, when you call in final
guesses you need to do it in this order: Item dropped was (blank}', the item represented (blank),
time dropped was (blank), quantity or weight was (blank) and all you need to do is fill in the blanks.
(item dropped)

-Boomerang
- Cheny Blossom
- Snow Flake(s)
- Mylar Confetti
- Butterfly(s)
- (mixed) Confetti

(represented)

(time)

-- Australia
-Japan
-Russia
-- United Kingdom
-- Rainforest
--New York

-- 9:00 AM
-- 10:00 AM
-- 3:00 PM
-- 7:00 PM
--10:00 PM
-- 12:00 or Midnight

(Quantity/weight)

-- 20,000 (twenty thousand)
-- 700 pounds
-- 20,000 (twenty thousand)
-- 700 pounds
-- 10,000 (ten thousand)
--3,600 pounds (three thousand six
hundred)
(Phone bank workers: the teams are allowed to make guesses on the 24 separate items ex: boomerang .. .is
incomplete, but if the teams want credit for this question they have to give you boomerang.. .Australia ...9:00
arn...20,000)
25 pts

Who used the song Auld Lang Syne as a theme song for his band and caused it to be forever associated
with New Year's Eve? First and last name please.
-- Guy Lumbardo

15 pts

After assembly, How many pounds did the Waterford ball used in the Time Square celebration weigh?
-- 1070

60 pts

Mike Carson, Lenore Davis, Zack Goodman, Tina Kim, Moe Kyle and Michael Michael. What did these
6 individuals have in common this past New Year's eve. HINT:
Think theme hour!
-- They were bunkemauts or 6 people who were chosen by MTV to live in a bunker
just in case Y2K was true and a global catastrophe occurred. Basically if teams say
they lived together underground we will take it!!

10 pts

VISUAL# 7 This sign is located on the Old Royal Observatory. Where is this observatory located and
London will not be accepted. This is a 10 point question so do not read too much into this question.
-- Greenwich (England)

20 pts

What amusement ride was built in London for the Millennium, but when New Year's Eve arrived it was
not functioning correctly. We are only looking for the TYPE of Amusement ride not the official name.
-- ferris wheel

Hour
10 pts

48

(400pm)

Who recorded the Album "The Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust"? First and last name please.
-- David Bowie

25 pts

This year on Valentine's day marks the birth anniversary of what craftsman whose invention literally
changed the world?
, -- Johannes Gutenberg

Play Intro on cart, then audio file# 2527
Audio Trivia For 150 pts, please give us the reply to these three sound clips provided by the movie "Dead Men
Don' t Wear Plaid".
-- "I can 't"
-- "Can I use her underwear to make soup?"
-- "Hunchback of Notre Dame?"
50 pts

Please give us the first and last names of the first two associate members of the Baby-sitter's Club from the
book series with the same name.
-- Logan Bruno
-- Shannon Kilbourne

20 pts

The tal1est known volcano in our solar system is almost 17 miles high. What is the name given to this
volcano?
-- Olympus Mons (Mars)

145 pts VISUAL #10 The cat in the picture was immortalized in a stain glass at Salisbury Cathedral in England.
Why was the cat included in the picture and what was its name?
- The cat lived there while work was being conducted on the Cathedral
(Lived there is okay)
-Peggy
40 pts

What three major motion pictures of 1998 displayed the Rubik's cube in al1 its glory?
-- "Armageddon"
-- "There's Something About Mary"
-- "The Wedding Singer''

55 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the only male athlete to be drafted in the first round of
two different professional sports.
-- Scott Burrell

(1989 Seattle Mariners,
1993 Charlotte Hornets)

Hour

49

(500pm)

Visual Trivia #2: For 10 pts, please tell us where all these critters can be found together in Minnesota. Mall of
America may be the location, but that's not what we're looking for.
-- Underwater World
20 pts

Please give us the name of the quartet that was best known for its elegant expressions like Django and
Softly as in a Morning Sunrise?
-- The Modern Jazz Quartet

55 pts

The BBC Worldwide Service produces an International music request weekly show called "Wright Round
the World." On December 26, 1999 Steve Wright, the presenter, announced his fans' choice for the worst
Christmas song of 1999. Give us the name of the song and the first and last name of the performer who
sang it.(NO we do not want his REAL NAME this time)
-- "I want to be Santa Claus"
-- Ringo Starr

50 pts

In what year did Franklin D Roosevelt throw out HIS first season opener baseball?
-- 1917 ( he was Assistant Secretary of the Navy at the time and was standing
in for President Woodrow Wilson)

20 pts

In early 1794 the United States congress passed an act to create a Naval force and authorized the
construction of six frigates. Please give us the names of these six ships.
-------

(USS) Chesapeake
(USS) Congress
(USS) Constellation
(USS) Constitution
(USS) President
(USS) United States

100 pts Please tell us what item was scheduled to be dropped at 1 :00 AM, at the New York Time Square New
Years Eve celebration in January first of 2000 - but was eliminated from the drop , and what country it
represented. (Chaos aftermath)
-- maple leaf
--Canada
45 pts

Who is credited with originally calling television "a vast wasteland?" First and last name.
-- Newton Minow

35 pts

"Saturday Night Live" has featured many memorable characters including weightlifters Hanz and Franz.
What is tl1e name of the TV Show that Hans and Franz host?
-- "Pumping up with Hans and Franz"

15 pts

What is the state language of Arkansas? (do you think they know?)
-- English

Hour
10 pts

50

(600pm)

What are the primary colors?
-- blue
-- red
-- yellow

35 pts

In Walt Disney ' s "Hercules", what 3 rules do we hear stated as Phil is training Hercules?
-- " When rescuing a damsel, always handle with care"
-- " Concentrate"
-- "Aim"

Visual Trivia #3 : For 60 pts, please give us the name of this character.
-- "Frankenstein"
50 pts

Rathert is a reoccurring character in the comic strip Dilbert. What was Ratbert' s name when he was a
lab rat?
( even though 2nd one is wrong,
-- XP39C Squared Q! XP3 9 C two
we will accept)

30 pts

Gary Larson showed us the far side of cows lives. In one panel we discover that cows have poetry, as a
cow reads a poem called "Distant Hills" . Please give us the full poem.
-- The distant hills call me.
Their rolling waves seduce my heart
Oh how I want to graze in their lush valleys.
Oh, how I want to run down their green slopes.
Alas, I cannot.
Damn the electric fence!
Damn the electric fence! (Thank You)

50 pts

In March 1999 Turners Classic Movies and Mall of America sponsored a weekend film festival of Oscar
Winning Classics. Please give us the titles of the five films that made up this festival .

-- " An American in Paris"
-- "Bonnie and Clyde"
-- "Casablanca"
-- ' Citizen Cane"
-- "The Philadelphia Story"
10 pts

Who played Ichabod Crane in the 1999 movie "Legend of Sleepy Hollow"? First and last name please.
-- Johnny Depp

30 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the inventor responsible for writing the Practical Essay on the
Scientific repair and Preservation of Roads in 1819.
-- John McAdam

15 pts

What fiuit is used in the dye for government meat inspectors stamps?
-- grapes
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Fill in the small squares with words which agree with the following definitions.
2-3 .
4-5 .
6-7.
10-11.
14-15.
18-19.
22-23.
26-27.
28-29.
30-31.
8-9.
12-13 .
16-17.
20-21.
24-25.
10-18.

What bargain hunters enjoy.
A written acknowledgment.
Such and nothing more.
Abird.
Opposed to less.
What this puzzle is.
An animal of prey.
The close ofa day.
To elude.
The plural of is.
To cultivate.
A bar of wood or iron.
What artists learn to do.
Fastened.
Found on the seashore.
The fibre of the gomuti palm

6-22.
4-26.
2-11.
19-28.
F-7.
23.30.
1-32.
33-34.
N-8 .
24-31.
3-12.
20-29.
5-27.
9-25.
13-21.

What we all should be.
A day dream.
A talon.
A pigeon.
Part of your head.
A river in Russia.
To govern.
An aromatic plant.
A fist.
To agree with.
Part of a ship.
One.
Exchanging.
To sink in mud.
A boy.

2. BROOK TROUT
29. SERGEANT MAJOR
3. BROWN TROUT
30 . JACK
4. GREEN SUNFISH
31 . LOOKDOWN
5. PUMPKINSEED
32. QUEEN ANGELFISH
6. PADDLEFISH
33 . RED DRUM
7. ALLIGATOR SNAPPING TURTLE
34. LOGGERHEAD TURTLE
8. RAINBOW TROUT
35. KEMP'S RIDLEY SEA TURTLE
10. SMALLMOUTHBASS
36. SOUTHERNRAY
11. MUSKELLUNGE
37. SAWFISH
12. NORTHERN PIKE
38. BLACKTIP SHARK
13.. LAKE STURGEON
39. SANDBAR SHARK
14. LARGEMOUTH BASS
40. SANDTIGER SHARK
15 . WALLEYE
41. NURSE SHARK
16. YELLOW PERCH
43. ATLANTIC SPADEFISH
17. BLUEGILL
44. SPANISHHOGFISH
19. ALBINO CATFISH
45. SPINY LOBSTER
20 . BLUE CATFISH
46 . PORKFISH
21 CHANNEL CATFISH
47 . FRENCH ANGELFISH
22 . FLATHEAD CATFISH
48. BLUEHEAD WRASSE
23 . LONGNOSE GAR
49. SPO:IFIN HOGFISH
24. ALLIGATOR GAR
50. ROOSTER HOGFISH
25 . SHORTNOSEGAR
51. GREENMORAYEEL
27 . BLUE SURGEON FISH
52. DUSKY SQUIRRELFISH
28. BLUE-STRIPED GRUNT
53. LION FISH

